
Abstract. Background/Aim: Due to the unique physical dose
distribution of carbon-ion radiotherapy (CIRT), CIRT can be
regarded as a novel tumour irradiation technique – potentially
advantageous for various tumour types. Yet it is unclear in how
far, superiority or inferiority can be claimed when comparing
CIRT to standard irradiation. This study aimed to assess the
scientific evidence regarding the effectiveness and safety of
CIRT. Materials and Methods: A systematic literature review
was performed using the European Network for Health
Technology Assessment (EUnetHTA) Core Model® for rapid
relative effectiveness assessment. The literature search for
clinical outcome studies on CIRT was performed using four
databases [Cochrane (Central), Centre for Research and
Dissemination (CRD), Embase and OVID MEDLINE]. The
Cochrane Risk of Bias Tool (for randomised controlled trials)
and the Institute of Health Economics (IHE-18) Checklist (for
observational studies) were used to assess the risk of bias of the
included studies. The evidence synthesis was restricted to 54
oncological indications in 12 broad tumour regions and studies
with a low or moderate risk of bias, published between 2005
and 2017. Results: Twenty-seven studies were eligible for the
qualitative synthesis of the evidence regarding the effectiveness
and safety of CIRT: One randomised controlled trial that
primarily focused on the feasibility of CIRT, three case–control

studies, three before- and after- studies with a focus on quality
of life, and 20 further studies of case series. Overall, insufficient
scientific evidence was found for superiority or inferiority of
CIRT when compared to standard irradiation for 13/54
oncologicaI indications in 7/12 tumour regions (skull base
tumours, brain cancer, cancer in the ear-nose-throat region,
bone and soft-tissue tumours, lung cancer, prostate cancer,
gastrointestinal tumours). No scientific evidence was found for
the remaining 41/54 oncological indications. Conclusion: CIRT
is undoubtedly, theoretically, a promising cancer treatment. To
date, however, it lacks randomised controlled trials assessing
the long-term effectiveness and harms associated with the use
of CIRT. CIRT must be considered as an experimental treatment
due to the lack of high-quality clinical research.

Carbon-ion radiotherapy (CIRT) is a novel therapy for treating
cancer. CIRT has raised the expectation of achieving higher
local control while lowering the probability of damaging
surrounding healthy tissues. This is realised by the focused
physical distribution of the radiation beams and a high linear
energy transfer associated with CIRT (1). CIRT is, however,
often described as a two-edged sword (2), highlighting the
need to differentiate its application for different oncological
indications. That is to say, CIRT may also affect healthy
tissues and increase the risk of severe injury to critical organs.

Within the past decades, internationally, numerous cancer
therapy centres offering CIRT have been established (3).
Currently, CIRT is offered at 11 cancer therapy centres
worldwide, with the majority of these being located in Asia
(with five and two centres in Japan and China, respectively)
and a few in Europe (with two, one, and one centre located
in Germany, Italy and Austria, respectively) (3). A further five
facilities located in Asia, offering CIRT in the future, are in
the construction or planning phase (3). Overall, 21,580
patients were documented as having been treated with CIRT
until the end of 2016 (4).
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As a result of the increasing provision of CIRT, many
decision makers in health care are confronted with the
question whether CIRT should be reimbursed according to
scientific evidence showing patient-relevant benefits and, if
so, for which indications. For reimbursement decisions, it is
mandatory in many countries to evaluate whether the
promising theoretical advantages of CIRT are translated into
clinical benefits, that is, longer survival and reduced side-
effects. 

Since MedAustron, the Austrian hadron-therapy centre,
started to provide proton radiotherapy (PRT) in 2018 and will
start with CIRT in 2019, the Ludwig Boltzmann Institute for
Health Technology Assessment (LBI-HTA) was asked to
conduct a systematic review on the effectiveness and safety of
CIRT as decision support (5). This article describes the results
of the review conducted by the LBI-HTA, answering the
question of whether CIRT is more or equally effective/safe than
conventional radiotherapy. The aim was, hereby, to provide an
overview of the evidence regarding the effectiveness (i.e.
mortality, morbidity, and quality of life) and safety of CIRT for
54 oncological indications in 12 tumour regions. 

Materials and Methods

A systematic literature review was conducted using the EUnetHTA
Core Model® for rapid relative effectiveness assessment as reporting
format (6). The study was also undertaken in accordance with the
PRISMA statement (7). 

Search strategy. A systematic literature search for identifying clinical
studies on CIRT, written in English, German, or French, was carried
out between the 5th and 7th of September, 2017, using Cochrane
(Central), Centre for Research and Dissemination (CRD), Embase
and OVID MEDLINE [the search strategies can be found in the
Appendix of the original report (5); available online]. A hand-search
in clinical trial registries (e.g. clinicaltrials.gov), on websites of
cancer therapy centres offering CIRT, and the Particle Therapy Co-
Operative Group (PTCOG), supplemented the systematic search. 

Selection criteria, study selection, selected outcomes, and data
extraction. Studies that enrolled patients with any of the specified
pre-defined 12 tumour regions and 54 specific oncological
indications (as shown in Table I) receiving CIRT were eligible to be
included in this assessment. Conventional (photon) radiotherapy was
the preferred control intervention, but no filter was set. Furthermore,
only randomised controlled trials (RCTs), controlled trials, and
prospective observational studies were eligible for inclusion. The
following eligibility criteria applied additionally for the evidence
synthesis:
Overlapping sample: Older publications with the same patient

sample were excluded. When it was not clear whether it was the same
sample, or if other crucial outcomes were reported, the studies were
included.
Sample size: Only studies with more than 10 patients were

eligible.
Low/moderate risk of bias (RoB): For uncontrolled studies, only

studies with low or moderate RoB were eligible for inclusion for the

qualitative evidence synthesis. The quality appraisal was conducted
using the Institute of Health Economics (IHE-18) checklist (8).
Further description of the pre-defined cut-off used can be found in
the original report (5); available online.
Publication period: Only those studies published between 2005

and 2017 were included. 
When a study reported on a sample with patients with different

indications, it was considered as evidence if more than 10 patients
and at least 40% of the total sample suffered from the specific
oncological indication.

Due to the scarcity of high-level evidence studies, no further
filters were used, e.g. regarding the length of follow-up. An overview
of all inclusion and exclusion criteria according to the PICOS
question can be found in Table I.

For the study selection, two independent researchers (GG, MM)
screened the abstracts and reviewed the articles that were eligible for
the full-text screening, guided by the pre-defined inclusion criteria.
Discrepancies were solved by consensus, and a third researcher
(CW) was consulted when conflicts could not be resolved. 

For the evaluation of the comparative effectiveness of CIRT,
mortality and mortality-related outcomes, as well as other patient-
relevant outcomes, were selected. That is, the following endpoints
were judged to be crucial: Overall survival (OS), cause-specific
survival (CSS)/disease-specific survival (DSS), recurrence-free
survival (RFS), progression-free survival (PFS), disease-free survival
(DFS), change in health-related quality of life (HRQoL). For the
evaluation of the comparative safety of CIRT, acute and late
radiation morbidities were selected.

The data of the eligible studies were extracted by means of piloted
LBI-HTA forms for systematic reviews. Data were extracted by one
researcher (GG) and controlled by another researcher (MM). All
evidence tables can be found in the original report (5), available
online. 

Quality appraisal. The internal validity of the identified studies was
assessed by two independent researchers (GG, MM), applying the
EUnetHTA guidelines (9, 10). For the included feasibility study that
defined itself as a randomised phase II study (11), the Cochrane RoB
tool (12) was applied. For the remaining uncontrolled observational
studies, the RoB was assessed using the IHE-18 checklist (8). The
RoB was classified into three categories: Low (score: 14.5-18),
moderate (score: 11-14), and high (score ≤10.5). More information
on the documented quality appraisal, point system used and the cut-
off level used to assess the RoB can be found in the original report
(5), available online.

Analysis. For the evidence synthesis, no inferential statistical analysis
was performed due to the lack of RCTs and non-randomised
controlled studies. A qualitative analysis and synthesis of the
evidence was conducted.

Results

Search results. The database search and the hand search
resulted in 414 records after de-duplication. The abstract
screening process revealed that 265 studies did not meet the
inclusion criteria. As a result, 149 full-text articles were
assessed for eligibility. A total of 122 records were not
eligible and excluded with reason, resulting in 27 studies
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eligible for data extraction and qualitative synthesis of the
evidence of CIRT (see Figure 1).

Literature review. In total, 27 studies were judged as being
eligible for the qualitative synthesis of the effectiveness and
safety of CIRT when compared to standard irradiation: one
RCT was included that focused on the toxicity/feasibility of
CIRT/PRT in patients with prostate cancer. This RCT was
judged to have a high RoB. The remaining 26 included studies

were either case series (n=20), or, less frequently, case–control
studies (n=3) or single-arm before-after studies (n=3). 

Overall, due to the lack of comparative clinical trials, there
was insufficient evidence for the superiority/inferiority of the
effectiveness of CIRT for 13 out of 54 indications in seven
out of 12 tumour regions (5), namely: skull base (chordoma
and chondrosarcoma), brain (glioma grade II, glioma grade
III, glioblastoma), ear-nose-throat (ENT; sarcomas in the head
and neck, tumours in the nasal cavity and paranasal sinus,
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Table I. Inclusion and exclusion criteria according to the PICOS question based on the conducted health technology assessment (5).

                                   Inclusion criteria                                                                                                                                            Exclusion criteria

Population                  Patients with any of the 54 oncological indications in 12 tumour regions:                                             All other pathological 
                                   •Skull base (13 indications): Chordoma, chondrosarcoma, meningioma grade II/grade III,                  conditions that are not
                                     meningioma grade I (complex), craniopharyngioma, pituitary adenoma (not suitable for                    listed under the 
                                     stereotaxis), acoustic neuroma, other neurinomas, glomus tumour, retinoblastoma, lachrymal            inclusion criteria.
                                    gland tumours, sarcomas incl. Ewing’s sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcomas of the skull base and orbit
                                   •Eye (1 indication): Choroid melanoma
                                   •Brain (6 indications): Glioma grade II, glioma grade III, glioblastoma, ependymoma, 
                                     medulloblastoma, other childhood brain tumours
                                   •ENT (11 indications): Orbital tumours, tumour of the nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, 
                                     maxillary sinus carcinoma, nasopharyngeal carcinoma, oropharyngeal carcinoma, tonsil 
                                     carcinoma, tongue base carcinoma, salivary gland carcinoma (pleomorphic), salivary gland 
                                       carcinoma (adenoid cystic), sarcoma in the ENT area including Ewing’s sarcoma, rhabdomyosarcoma
                                   •Lung (3 indications): Non-small cell lung carcinomas, mediastinal tumours (including thymoma), 
                                     pleural mesothelioma
                                   •Gastrointestinal (6 indications): Esophageal carcinoma, pancreatic cancer, liver carcinoma, 
                                     rectal carcinoma recurrence presacral, schwannomas/malignant schwannomas, Ewing’s sarcoma
                                   •Bone and soft tissue (5 indications): Osteosarcoma, soft-tissue sarcoma, spinal/sacral chordoma, 
                                     spinal/sacral chondrosarcoma, spinal meningioma
                                   •Prostate (1 indication): Prostate cancer
                                   •Breast (1 indication): Breast cancer
                                   •Kidney (1 indication): Nephroblastoma 
                                   •Nervous system (1 indication): Neuroblastoma
                                   •Haematological cancer (2 indications): Non-Hodgkin’s lymphoma, 
                                     Hodgkin’s lymphoma
                                   Other (3 indications): Solitary liver metastases in colorectal cancer, Retroperitoneal 
                                   metastases in controlled primary tumours, oligometastasis in controlled primary tumours 
                                   in selected indications

Intervention                Carbon-ion radiotherapy                                                                                                                               Other forms of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           radiotherapy, surgery
Control                       Photon radiation therapy; secondary: Proton radiotherapy, all other forms of radiotherapy, surgery        No restriction
Outcomes                     
Efficacy                      Overall survival, cause-specific survival/disease-specific survival, disease-free survival,                     All other outcomes
                                   recurrence-free survival, progression-free survival, local control rate, health-related quality of life 
Safety                         Toxicity: Acute and late radiation morbidity                                                                                              All other outcomes
Study design              Randomised controlled trials
                                   Non-randomised controlled trials, prospective case series with more than 10 patients                           Retrospective case series,
                                                                                                                                                                                                           case reports, commentaries, 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           prospective case series 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           with 10 or fewer patients; 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           studies only published as 
                                                                                                                                                                                                           an abstract.
Language                    German/English/French                                                                                                                                All other languages 
Publication period     2005-2017                                                                                                                                                      

ENT: Ear-nose-throat.



adenoid cystic salivary gland carcinoma), bone and soft tissue
(soft-tissue sarcoma), lung (non-small cell lung carcinoma),
prostate (prostate carcinoma), and, gastrointestinal tumours
(oesophageal carcinoma, rectal carcinoma).

For tumours in the skull base region (see Table II), three
case series studies were included (13-15): None of the studies
compared CIRT to conventional radiotherapy. Therefore,

insufficient scientific evidence was found indicating
superiority/inferiority of CIRT in comparison to standard
irradiation for chordomas and low-grade chondrosarcoma. For
brain tumours (see Table II), two case series studies represented
the evidence base (16, 17): None of the studies compared CIRT
to conventional radiotherapy. Thus, insufficient scientific
evidence was found indicating superiority/inferiority of CIRT
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Figure 1. Flowchart of study selection (PRISMA flow diagram) based on the conducted health technology assessment (5).



in comparison to standard irradiation for WHO grade II
gliomas, WHO grade III gliomas, and glioblastomas (WHO
grade IV gliomas).

The evidence base for the use of CIRT for ENT tumours
was five studies (see Table II): Four case series (18-21) and
one case–control study (22). None of the studies was
controlled, comparing CIRT to standard irradiation.
Therefore, we found insufficient scientific evidence indicating
superiority/inferiority of CIRT in comparison to standard
irradiation for sarcomas in the head and neck, tumours in the
nasal cavity and paranasal sinus, and adenoid cystic salivary
gland carcinomas. The case–control study indirectly
(historical control) compared CIRT in combination with
photon therapy (n=29) to photon therapy alone (n=34) in
patients with locally advanced adenoid cystic carcinoma of
the salivary gland. The statistical analysis of the study
revealed no statistically significant difference when
comparing OS between groups (22).

For tumours in the lung region, six clinical studies (23-28)
were included (see Table III). Due to the absence of a
controlled study, insufficient scientific evidence was found
indicating superiority/inferiority of CIRT in comparison to
standard irradiation for non-small cell lung carcinomas
(NSCLC). Indirect comparisons between CIRT and PRT were
conducted in two studies and showed no statistically
significant difference on the basis of OS (25, 26), when
comparing patients treated with CIRT to those treated with
PRT (indication: IB/IIA patients with NSCLC) (25, 26). 

For bone and soft-tissue sarcomas (see Table III), one case
series study that enrolled patients with primary sarcomas of
the extremities met the inclusion criteria (29) (see Table III).
None of the studies compared CIRT to other cancer
treatments. Therefore, insufficient scientific evidence was
found indicating superiority/inferiority of CIRT in comparison
to standard irradiation for bone and soft-tissue sarcoma. 

For gastrointestinal tumours (see Table IV), two studies
met the inclusion criteria (30, 31) (see Table IV). Due to the
absence of a controlled study, insufficient scientific evidence
was found indicating superiority or inferiority of CIRT in
comparison to standard irradiation for thoracic oesophageal
squamous cell carcinoma and rectal cancer without distant
metastases (evidence base: one prospective case series
respectively). 

For prostate cancer, eight studies met the inclusion criteria
(see Table IV): One study was an RCT parallel assigned, pilot
study that focused primarily on the toxicity of CIRT in
comparison to PRT (11); three studies were before-after
studies measuring primarily health-related quality of life of
the patients (32-34); and four further studies were case series.
Of the latter, one study was an interim report of acute side-
effects (35); one was a dose-escalation study (36); one was a
multi-institutional case series study (37); and one further
study was a phase II case series study focusing on the

efficacy and feasibility of CIRT (38). The RCT had a high
RoB and found no direct statistically significantly different
toxicity profile when comparing both experimental arms; PRT
(n=46) and CIRT (n=45) (11). The same study stated that
comparable quality of life was prevalent when comparing
CIRT to PRT at 6 months of follow-up (11). No other
comparisons were conducted by the other studies. Thus,
insufficient scientific evidence was found indicating
superiority or inferiority of CIRT in comparison to standard
irradiation for prostate cancer.

For the remaining 41 oncological indications, no scientific
evidence was found indicating superiority/inferiority of CIRT
when compared to conventional radiotherapy based on our
pre-defined inclusion criteria. 

Discussion

The systematic review revealed that there is insufficient
scientific evidence showing superiority or inferiority of CIRT
when compared to conventional radiotherapy for 13/54
indications in 7/12 tumour regions. No scientific evidence
was found for the remaining 41 oncological indications.
Therefore, neither superiority nor inferiority can be claimed
from the current best available evidence of CIRT when
compared to standard irradiation. 

The results of this systematic review on CIRT are aligned
with those of other published scientific (systematic) reviews.
In 2018, one review summarised potential indications for
CIRT and reviewed both biophysical properties and current
clinical evidence available (39). The review was conducted
at the same time as the report of the LBI-HTA (5) with
similar results, and highlighted the need for randomised phase
III studies comparing CIRT to other radiation modalities. 

In addition, one recent systematic review on charged
particle therapy for hepatocellular carcinoma (40), identified
four CIRT studies, without comparison of CIRT to standard
irradiation. Another systematic review conducted in 2013
found no RCT and concluded that CIRT should be considered
as an experimental treatment, and comparisons (using RCTs)
of CIRT and photon as well as PRT are necessary (41).

Furthermore, another systematic review conducted both a
qualitative and quantitative evidence synthesis using 86
observational studies. The review identified five CIRT studies
and did find statistically significantly higher 5-year survival
when comparing CIRT to photon radiotherapy in patients with
mucosal malignant melanoma (44% vs. 25%, p=0.007) (42).
While those results do indeed sound promising and may, at first
sight, indicate CIRT may be superior for this oncological
indication, significant limitations must be mentioned. The
evidence base of the meta-analysis were observational studies
leading to an increased RoB by default, and it is questionable
if heterogeneity was adequately analysed. That is, the
percentage of patients having undergone operation was not
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Table II. Summary results of the evidence of efficacy and safety of carbon-ion radiotherapy (CIRT) for tumours in the skull base and brain and ear-
nose-throat (ENT) region.

Study         Indication             Method       FU (range),     Additional                   Efficacya                                      Safety                               Conclusion
                                                                       months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                             grade 3/4, n (%)b

Skull base (3 studies)
Mizoe    Chordoma of     PCS (DES),     53 (8-29)          Variable              5-Year OS 87.7%               Acute (RTOG): 0(0)/0(0)                At present 
et al.      the skull base           n=33                               (incl. surgery)c      (95%CI=NR, SE: 7%)                                                                    insufficient
2009            and the          (1995-2007)                                                          10-Year OS 67%                 Late (RTOG/EORTC):                   scientific 
(13)          paracervical          Age: 47                                                        (95%CI=NR, SE: 14%)                      0 (0)/0 (0)                              evidence 
                      spine            (16-76) years                                                                                                                                                                 indicating
Schulz-     Low-grade        PCS, n=54                                                                                                                                                                 superiority/
Ertner             and              (1998-2005)                                                                                                                                                                 inferiority
et al.       intermediate-          Age: 46                                                                                                                                                                   of CIRT for 
2007     grade chondro-     (6-74) years     33 (3-84)          Variable              3-Year OS 98.2%                     Acute (CTCAE):                        skull base 
(14)            sarcomas                                                      (incl. surgery)c     (95%CI=94.6-100%)             Mucositis: 1 (1.9)/0 (0)                   tumours
                     of the                                                                                          4-Year OS 98.2%     Parotitis: 1 (1.9) (no grades reported)
                  skull base                                                                                     (95%CI=94.6-100%)   Late (RTOG/EORTC): 1 (1.9)/0 (0)
Uhl           Chordoma         PCS, n=25      14 (2-30)          Variable                     OS: NRd                             Acute (CTCAE): 
et al.            (n=20)           (2010-2012)                         (incl. surgery,      (2-Year PFS: 79.3%).                Mucosa: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
2014        & chondro-           Age: 50                            other radiation                                                     Hyperacusis: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
(15)             sarcoma         (39-76) years                        therapies such                                                      Asymptomatic temporal 
                      (n=5)                                                            as photon or                                                        lobe reaction: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                               proton                                                       Osteoradionecrosis: 1 (4)/0 (0)
                                                                                           irradiation)c                                                                                    Late: NR                                      
Brain (2 studies)
Mizoe      AA (n=16),        PCS, n=48           NR             Surgery +                        NRe                                  Acute (RTOG):                        At present 
et al.       GBM (n=32)      (1994-2002)                                X-ray                (MST: anaplastic                      Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                      insufficient
2007                                      Age: 53                            radiotherapy +             astrocytoma:                        White blood cells:                       scientific
(16)                                    (18-78) years                         chemotherapy               35 months;                              17 (35)/3 (6)                           evidence
                                                                                                                              glioblastoma                     Platelets: 6 (13)/3 (6)                   indicating
                                                                                                                               multiforme:                          Brain: 0 (0)/0 (0)                      superiority/
                                                                                                                               17 months)                      Late (RTOG/EORTC):                inferiority of 
                                                                                                                                                                              Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                        CIRT for 
                                                                                                                                                                             Brain: 0 (0)/0 (0)                    brain tumours
                                                                                                                                                                        Brain (MRI by LENT-
                                                                                                                                                                           SOMA): 0 (0)/0 (0)
Hasegawa   Diffuse          PCS (DES),     Mean 62         Variable               5-Year OS 43%               Acute (RTOG): 0 (0)/0 (0) 
et al.        astrocytoma             n=14           (10-152)      (incl. surgery,             (95%CI=NR,                     Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
2012                                   (1994-2002)                               salvage                   SEM=13%)                           Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)
(17)                                       Age: 325                               treatment,             10-Year OS 36%                      Brain: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                               (18-66)                            chemotherapy;            (95%CI=NR,                                       
                                                 years                                   RT; OP)c                       SEM=13%)
ENT (5 studies)
Jensen      Malignant       PCS (DES)f,        42.0              IMRT;               3-Year OS 78.4%                    Acute (CTCAE)g:                      At present 
et al.           salivary                n=54         (11.4-53.1)         variable                 (95% CI=NR)                                Grade 3:                              insufficient
2015             gland            (2010-2011)                        (incl. surgery)c                                                                      Mucositis: 14 (26%)                     scientific
(20)             tumours              Age: 58                                                                                                               Dermatitis: 3 (6%)                       evidence
                                          (25-74) years                                                                                                       Grade 4: none reported                   indicating
                                                                                                                                                                             Late (CTCAE)g: 
                                                                                                                                                                        Grade 3: none reported
                                                                                                                                                                   Grade 4: hemorrhage: 1 (2%)
Jingu      Unresectable       PCS, n=27           37                   NR                  3-Year OS 74.1%                   Acute (NCI-CTC):                    superiority/
et al.         adult bone        (2001-2008)    (4.1 73.0)                                            (95%CI=                         Mucosa: 1 (3.7)/0 (0)                 inferiority of 
2012      and soft-tissue                                                                                        57.5-90.6%)                           Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                  CIRT for tumours
(21)           sarcoma of                                                                                       5-Year OS 57.6%                Late (RTOG/EORTC):                 in the ENT 
                   the head                                                                                     (95%CI=33.7-81.4%)                 Mucosa: 0 (0)/0 (0)                region. Indirect 
                   and neck                                                                                                                                            Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                     comparisons 
                 Age: Mean                                                                                                                                         Brain: 0 (0)/0 (0)                          show:
                  462 years                                                                                                                                          Eye: 0 (0)/1 (3.8)                  No statistically 
                    (17-78)                                                                                                                                          Bone: 4 (15.4)/0 (0)                     significant
                                                                                                                                                                                                                              difference on
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                the basis of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             OS between

Table II. Continued
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Table II. Continued

Study         Indication             Method       FU (range),     Additional                   Efficacya                                      Safety                               Conclusion
                                                                       months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                             grade 3/4, n (%)b

                                                                                                                                                                                                                             CIRT+ Photon 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            when compared 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           to photons alone 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 in locally 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                  advanced
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             adenoid cystic 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                              carcinoma of 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                the salivary 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                gland (22).
Mizoe     Various head      PCS, n=236     Mean 54         Variable               5-Year OS 47%                        Acute (RTOG): 
et al.          and neck         (1997-2006)       (3-162)          (incl. OP;                (95%CI=NR,                    Mucosa: 24 (11)/0 (0) 
2012         carcinomas          Age: 565                          chemotherapy)c              SE: 3.2%)                           Skin: 15 (6)/0 (0)
(19)                                    years (16-80)                                                           (adenoid cystic                  Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
                                                                                                                           carcinoma: 68%,                           0 (0)/0 (0)                                     
                                                                                                                      adenocarcinoma: 56%,
                                                                                                                                malignant 
                                                                                                                          melanoma: 35%)
Shirai    Non-squamous     PCS, n=35      39 (6-70)            None                     3-Year OS 88%                       Acute (CTCAE): 
et al.     cell carcinoma     2010-2014;                              reportedh             (95%CI=77-99%)                  Mucosa: 8 (23)/0 (0) 
2017        of the head      Age: 59 years                                                       Change in HRQoL:                   Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0); 
(18)             and neck              (31-77)                                                             Mental Component            Conjunctivitis: 0 (0)/0 (0); 
                                                                                                                           Summary: NSD                  Dysgeusia: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                            short-term and                         Late (CTCAE): 
                                                                                                                           at 3 months; SD                    Mucosa: 1 (3)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                   mid-term and longer-term          Dermatitis: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                             improvements                 Conjunctivitis: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                      (Baseline: 40.8±1.8%;             Dysgeusia: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                      at 6 months: 45.9±1.7;         Brain necrosis: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                     at 12 months: 47.3±1.4;             Cataract: 2 (6)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                     at 24 months: 48.4±1.6)      Visual impairment: 1 (3)/2 (6) 
                                                                                                                       Physical Component                 Trismus: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                      Summary: short-term,           Otitis media: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                    mid-term and longer-term                Olfactory nerve 
                                                                                                                          differences: NSD                    disorder: 0 (0)/0 (0)                              
Schulz-        Locally            CCS, n=63     16 (2-60)         Photons;              2-Year OS CIRT+                     Acute (CTCAE):
Ertner        advanced            (29 with                           Variablec [incl.              photon RT:                             CIRT+photon: 
et al.           adenoid       photon + CIRT)                     surgery, salvage     86.6% (95% CI=NR)                mucositis: 2 (6.5%)/
2005             cystic           (1995-2003)*                              therapy            Photon alone: 77.9%                 NR; local bacterial 
(22)         carcinoma of    Age: 56 years                      (re-irradiation)]      (95% CI=NR); NSD          infection after RT: 2 (6.5%)
               salivary gland         (25-76)                                                                    4-Year OS                     Photon alone: mucositis: 
                                                                                                                          CIRT+photon RT:                      11 (32.3%)/NR
                                                                                                                      75.8% (95% CI=NR);           Late (CTCAE): 1 patient 
                                                                                                                       Photon alone: 77.9%                 developed grade 3 
                                                                                                                      (95% CI=NR); NSD                radiation morbidities 

                                                                                                                                                                        (not further specified)i.                           

AA: Anaplastic astrocytoma; CCS: case–control study; CI: confidence interval; CIRT: carbon-ion radiotherapy; CTCAE: Common Terminology
Criteria for Adverse Events; DES: dose-escalation study; ENT: ear-nose-throat; EORTC: European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer;
FU: follow-up; GBM: glioblastoma multiforme; HRQoL: health-related quality of life; IMRT: intensity-modulated radiation therapy; incl.: including;
LENT-SOMA: Late Effects Normal Tissue Task Force Subjective, Objective Management Analytic; MST: median survival time; MRI: magnetic
resonance; n. s.: not statistically significant; NCI-CTC: National Cancer Institute-Common Toxicity Criteria; NR: not reported; NSD: not statistically
significantly different; OP: operation; OS: overall survival; PCS: prospective case series; PRT: proton radiotherapy; RT: radiotherapy; RCT: randomised
controlled trial; RTOG: Radiation Therapy Oncology Group; SD: significantly different; SE: standard error; SEM: standard error of the mean. *Control
group of 34 patents receiving photon RT. Notes: Data are based on the original health technology assessment (5). Age and FU in months are median
values (range), unless stated otherwise. aSelected results from the systematic review: only overall survival and health-related quality of life are reported
outcomes. bOnly selected severe radiation morbidities (grade 3 and grade 4) are reported here. cBefore, during or after RT. dThe reader is referred to
the primary study (14) and (5). eThe reader is referred to the primary study (16) and (5). fPatients received CIRT as a carbon-ion boost. gNumerous
other toxicities occurred without grades reported: The study did not report on the grades for numerous observed late radiation morbidities. The reader
is referred to the primary study and Table A-4 in the Appendix of (5). hHistory of irradiation to the head and neck and of chemotherapy within 1
month before CIRT were, among others, exclusion criteria. No detailed description of prior treatment (e.g. history of chemotherapy) was reported.
iUnclear which treatment group the patient belonged to. For further details, readers are referred to the original health technology assessment (5).
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Table III. Summary results of the evidence of efficacy and safety of carbon-ion radiotherapy (CIRT) for lung and bone and soft-tissue cancer.

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

Lung (6 studies)
Iwata               NSCLC:        CCS, n=80     30.5 (4-66)            NR                        3-Year OSc:                               Acute: NR                       At present, 
et al.                stage IA         (CIRT: 23)                                                                CIRT (n=23):                        Late (CTCAE):                  insufficient
2010                (n=42) +     (2003-2007)*1                                                                      86% (95%CI=NR)                       CIRT (n=23):                      scientific 
(26)                 IB (n=38)           Age: 75                                                                  PRT1 (n=20):                       Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0)                    evidence
                                              (54-89) years.                                                          90% (95%CI=NR)                    Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                    indicating 
                                                                                                                                   PRT2 (n=37):                           PRT (n=57):                     superiority/
                                                                                                                               61% (95%CI=NR)                  Lung: 1 (1.8)/0 (0)               inferiority of
                                                                                                                                   NSD between                    Skin: 3 (5.3%)/0 (0)                 CIRT for 
                                                                                                                              treatment protocols                                                               NSCLC when
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               compared to 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            conventional RT
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   Indirect 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               comparison: 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           NSD on the basis
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             of OS (25, 26) 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                             between CIRT 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            when compared 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            to PRT for stage 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                            IB/IIA NSCLC. 
Iwata               NSCLC:        CCS, n=70     44 (4-103)             NR             Outcomes only measured                   Acute: NR
et al.                stage IB          (CIRT: 27)                                                               for all patients                        Late (CTCAE): 
2013                (n=47) +      (2003-2009)*2                                                                         (CIRT and PRT)                    Lung: 2 (8.7)/0 (0) 
(25)                 IIA (n=23)          Age: 75                                                                 4-Year OS 58%                   Skin: 4 (5.7)/1 (1.4)
                                              (57-92) years.                                                           (95%CI=46-70%)
                                                                                                                              IIA: 67%, IB: 53%
                                                                                                                             NSD PRT and CIRT 
                                                                                                                                     (rates NR).
Miyamoto        NSCLC:         PCS, n=79          38.6                 NR                     5-Year OS 45%                       Acute (RTOG): 
et al.                stage IA        (2000-2003)     (2.5-72.2)                                          (95%CI=NR)                        Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
2007                (n=42) +        Age: Mean                                                            IA: 62%, IB: 25%                     Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)
(28)                 IB (n=37)       74.8 (47-88)                                                                                                         Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
                                                    years.                                                                                                                    Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                                  Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                            
Miyamoto       NSCLC:         PCS, n=50          59.2                 NR                     5-Year OS 50%                       Acute (RTOG): 
et al.                stage IA        (1999-2000)     (6.0-83.0)                                          (95%CI=NR)                        Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0)
2007 (27)       (n=29) + I        Age: Mean                                                         IA 55.2%, IB: 42.9%                  Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                        B (n=21)        74.1 (61-84)                                                                                                         Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
                                                    years.                                                                                                                    Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Skin: 1 (1.9)/0 (0)                          
Takahashi         Locally         PCS (DES),         25.2             Variable               1-Year OS 77.2%                    Acute (CTCAE): 
et al.               advanced              n=62          (1.6-157.2)           (incl.             (95% CI=66.7-87.7%)               Lung: 1 (1.6)/0 (0) 
2015 (24)         NSCLC         (2000-2013)                            neoadjuvant            2-Year OS 51.9%                    Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                        stage IIA           Age: 76                                  therapy,           (95% CI=39.2-64.5%)            Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
                        (n=17) +      (46-88) years.                              salvage                                                                 Lung: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                       IIB (n=22)                                                   chemotherapy)d                                                           Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                               +                                                                                                                                          Oesophagus: 1 (1.6)/0 (0)
                      IIIA (n=23)
Yamamoto       NSCLC:        PCS (DES),         57.8                 NR                   3-Year OS 68.3%                  Acute (NCI-CTC):
et al.                stage IA             n=218         (1.6-160.7)                                         (95%CI=NR)                               0 (0)/(0) 
2017               (n=123) +       (2003-2012)                                                            5-Year OS 49.4%               Late (RTOG/EORTC):
(23)                 IB (n=95)           Age: 75                                                                   (95%CI=NR)                             0 (0)/0 (0)                                 
                                              (46-89) years.            

Table III. Continued



included in those observational studies and, thus, a potentially
significant confounder was not statistically tested. Due to the
limitations of heterogeneity and the fact that the primary studies
were uncontrolled, those results must be taken with caution and
need further primary studies that validate this difference.

Another meta-analysis conducted in 2010 included three
studies comparing the effectiveness of different radiotherapy
treatment modalities for NSCLC and found statistically
significantly higher survival rates associated with CIRT when
compared to conventional photon radiotherapy (5-year OS:
42% vs. 20%) and no statistically significant difference in
survival rates when compared to stereotactic radiotherapy or
PRT. The authors, however, noted that the results must be
interpreted with caution due to the limited number of patients
and limited length of follow-up of the CIRT studies (43).

In conclusion, CIRT can only be called an experimental
therapy: more research (prospective controlled and randomised
controlled studies) is necessary to reach a sophisticated
evidence base for the evaluation of CIRT for cancer therapy.

As always in scientific practice, this systematic review also
has weaknesses. The selection of the literature and the RoB
assessment was conducted by two independent researchers.
The single data extraction method with verification by a
second researcher was used in this systematic review. When
comparing this method to the double-data extraction method

by two independent researchers, the risk of error or of
overseeing data may be slightly increased, although this risk
is still small in the method used in this study. Furthermore,
the selected eligibility criteria, that is, excluding retrospective
case series and prospective case series with a high RoB, may
have led to not capturing the whole body of available
evidence. Moreover, when there was a lack of explicit
description of whether a study was prospective or
retrospective, the authors took a ‘liberal’ inclusion strategy
and included the respective study. 

Another limitation of this report is the pre-defined 54
oncological indications in 12 tumour regions for CIRT. These
indications are based on the list of potential indications for
CIRT that was provided by the Austrian decision maker that
commissioned the HTA. Eight studies were excluded because
of wrong indication. Of those, seven focused on CIRT for
gynaecological malignancies and one study focused on the
use of CIRT for skin cancer. Gynaecological malignancies
are, for instance, a good example of another candidate for
CIRT (39). Because this systematic review was performed as
an HTA, the oncological indications to be used for the
evidence synthesis were pre-defined by the Austrian decision
maker that commissioned the HTA (5). 

The conducted HTA (5) also addressed a broader question,
that is, for which tumour types CIRT has been used or is
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Table III. Continued

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

Bone and soft tissue (1 study)
Sugahara        Localised       PCS (DES),     37 (11-97)         Variable                3-Year OS: 68%                     Acute (CTCAE):                  At present 
et al.                 primary               n=17                                (incl. surgery,           (95%CI=42-86%)                     Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                   insufficient
2012                sarcoma        (2000-2010)                         chemotherapy)d             5-Year OS 56%                       Late (CTCAE):                    scientific
(29)                     of the             Age: 53                                                               (95%CI=29-80%)                        1 (1.9)/0 (0)                        evidence
                      extremities    (14-87) years.                                                                                                                                                            indicating
                       (medically                                                                                                                                                                                       superiority/
                       inoperable                                                                                                                                                                                     inferiority of 
                      or declined                                                                                                                                                                                      CIRT when
                         surgery)                                                                                                                                                                                        compared to 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                           conventional RT 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                               for bone and 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                 soft-tissue 
                                                                                                                                                                                                                                   tumours

CCS: Case–control study; CTCAE: Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events; DES: dose-escalation study; EORTC: European Organisation
for Research and Treatment of Cancer; FU: follow-up; HRQoL: Health-related Quality of Life; IMRT: intensity-modulated radiation therapy; incl.:
including; NSD: not statistically significantly different; NCI-CTC: National Cancer Institute-Common Toxicity Criteria; NR: not reported; NSCLC:
non-small cell lung carcinomas; NSD: not statistically significantly different; OS: overall survival; PCS: prospective case series; PRT: proton
radiotherapy; RTOG: Radiation Therapy Oncology Group. *Control group of patients treated with PRT: 1n=57, 2n=43. Notes: Data based on the
original health technology assessment (5). Age and FU in months are median values (range), unless stated otherwise. aSelected results from the
systematic review: only overall survival and health-related quality of life are reported outcomes. bOnly selected severe radiation morbidities (grade
3 and grade 4) are reported here. cCIRT: 52.6 GyE; PRT1: 80 GyE/20 Fr; PRT2: 60 GyE/10 fr. dBefore, during or after radiation therapy. For further
details, readers are referred to the original health technology assessment (5).
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Table IV. Summary results of the evidence of efficacy and safety of carbon-ion radiotherapy (CIRT) for prostate and gastrointestinal cancer.

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

Prostate (8 studies)
Habl               Localised     RCT (parallel        22.3             Variable             Change in HRQoL                   Acute (CTCAE):                   At present 
et al.           prostate cancer     assigned,      (range: NR)    (incl. ADT)d           measured with the                   Proctitis, CIRT vs.                insufficient
2016                                       open-label),                                                           QLQ-C30 & PR25                 PRT: 0 (0)/0 (0) vs.                 scientific 
(11)                                           n=92c (45                                                              scorese: For both                        2 (4.3)/0 (0)                        evidence
                                             CIRT patients)                                                       groups, a significant           Diarrhoea: 0 (0)/0 (0) vs.            indicating
                                              (2012-2013)*                                                       worsening of QoL was                    4 (8.7)/0 (0)                      superiority/
                                            Age: 68 (50-80)                                                seen during RT, and several       Cystitis: 0 (0)/0 (0) vs.            inferiority of 
                                                    years.                                                          improvements in QLQC30                 0 (0)/0 (0)                  CIRT for prostate
                                                                                                                         and the QLQPR25 scores              Toxicity profiles               cancer. Direct 
                                                                                                                         during FU were observed.           between arms: NSD              comparisons 
                                                                                                                          During the 6-month FU,                      Late: NR                          show n.s. 
                                                                                                                             QoL was comparable                                                              difference in
                                                                                                                          between treatment arms,                                                          acute radiation
                                                                                                                                NSD for most of                                                              morbidity profiles
                                                                                                                                    QoL scores.                                                                     between CIRT
Ishikawa         Prostate:       Prospective;     51 (8-58)          Variable               4-Year OS: 97.4%                  Acute (NCI-CTC):            and PRT patients
et al.                 T1-T3b          before-after                         (incl. Adjuvant/    (95% CI=93.8-100.0%)                 GU: 0 (0)/0 (0)                   Comparable 
2015                                       study, n=76                            neoadjuvant    Change in HRQoL (SF-8):               GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)                  HRQoL when 
(32)                                         (2010-2011)                                ADT)d              slight SD long-term                  Late (NCI-CTC):             comparing CIRT 
                                            Age: 66 (53-88)                                                     (>6 months) physical                  GU: 0 (0)/0 (0)                  to PRT (6m)
                                                    years.                                                                  component score:                      GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)                              
                                                                                                                           Baseline: 51.14 (±1.85) 
                                                                                                                         Short-term (at 1 months): 
                                                                                                                                   51.14 (±1.85)
                                                                                                                          Mid-term (at 3 months): 
                                                                                                                             50.76 (±1.87) (NSD 
                                                                                                                                  from baseline)
                                                                                                                        Long-term (at 12 months): 
                                                                                                                              PCS: 47.71 (±1.84), 
                                                                                                                                SD from baseline
                                                                                                                                  NSD in mental 
                                                                                                                            component summary: 
                                                                                                                               Pre-interventional: 
                                                                                                                                   49.18 (±1.96) 
                                                                                                                         Short-term (at 1 months): 
                                                                                                                                   48.45 (±1.96)
                                                                                                                          Mid-term (at 3 months): 
                                                                                                                                  51.63 (±1.98); 
                                                                                                                        Long-term (at 12 months): 
                                                                                                                                  49.75 (±1.95).                                      
Ishikawa         Prostate:        PCS, n=175            46               Variable                4-Year OS 91%                       Acute (RTOG): 
et al.                  T1-T3          (2000-2003)    (range: NR)      (incl. Neo-             (95%CI=87-96%)                      GU: 0 (0)/0 (0)
2006                                   Age: 70 (53-83)                           adjuvant/                      HRQOL:                              GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)
(38)                                              years.                                    adjuvant            FACT-G (difference             Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
                                                                                                  hormonal                  after 1-year):                         GU: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                   therapy;              1.8 (±1.1), (p=0.1)                     GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)                              
                                                                                                   surgical              ACT-P (difference 
                                                                                                castration)d                after 1-year): 
                                                                                                                              2.6 (±1.4), (p=0.07)
Niko-            Intermediate      PCS, n=14      28 (range:        Variable            Actuarial, 3-year OS:                 Acute (CTCAE): 
ghosyan        risk prostate     (1997-2007)        12-36)       (incl. Adjuvant      100% (95% CI=NR)                   GU: 0 (0)/(0/0) 
et al.               cancer pts    Age: 68 (55-75)                          hormonal                                                                   GI: 0(0)/0(0)
2011                                            years.                                    therapy)d                                                                                       Late: NR                                  
(35)

Table IV. Continued
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Table IV. Continued

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

Maruyama   Intermediate     Prospective,           60                Variable                      HRQoL:                                 Acute: NR
et al.            and high-risk     before-after                         (incl. Adjuvant/        Pre-interventional:               Late (RTOG/EORTC):
2017                 prostate        study, n=417                           neoadjuvant         FACT-G: 84.2 (±12.6)                           GU: 
(33)                    cancer          (2000-2007)                                ADT)d               FACT-P (baseline):        At 12 months: 0 (0.0)/0 (0.0) 
                                                   Age: 69                                                                  119.5 (±16.9)             At 36 months: 0 (0.0)/0 (0.0) 
                                              (47-92) years.                                                             TOI (baseline):           At 60 months: 1 (0.3)/0 (0.0)]
                                                                                                                                      81.8 (±12.0)                                       GI: 
                                                                                                                                   Post-interventional: NR      At 12 months: 0 (0.0)/0 (0.0) 
                                                                                                                                              Short-term:                    At 36 months: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                                      FACT-G (1 month):           At 60 months: 0 (0.0)/0 (0)                   
                                                                                                                                        83.7 (±12.9), NSD 
                                                                                                                                       FACT-P (1 month): 
                                                                                                                                        116.2 (±17.1), SD. 
                                                                                                                                          TOI (1 month): 
                                                                                                                                         77.8 (±12.1), SD
                                                                                                                                           Mid-term: NR; 
                                                                                                                                            Longer-term: 
                                                                                                                                                FACT-G: 
                                                                                                                                           At 12 months: 
                                                                                                                                         82.6 (±13.7), SD
                                                                                                                                           At 36 months: 
                                                                                                                                         82.4 (±14.3), SD 
                                                                                                                                           At 60 months: 
                                                                                                                                          82.7(±15.0), SD
                                                                                                                                                FACT-P: 
                                                                                                                                           At 12 months: 
                                                                                                                                        116.9 (±18.4), SD
                                                                                                                                           At 36 months: 
                                                                                                                                        117.5 (±19.3), SD 
                                                                                                                                           At 60 months: 
                                                                                                                                        117.6 (±20.2), SD
                                                                                                                                                   TOI: 
                                                                                                                             12 months: 80.3 (±13.0), NSD
                                                                                                                             36 months: 81.6 (±13.7), NSD
                                                                                                                             60 months: 81.4 (±14.6), NSD
Nomiya           Prostate:        PCS (multi-     Age: Mean      29 (range:                     Variable                                 5-Year OS                  Acute (CTCAE): 
et al.                 T1-T3b        institutional),   67 (45-92)           NR)                     (incl. Adjuvant                  Low-risk group: 100%          GU: 1 (0)/0 (0)
2016                                          n=2,157           years.                                        hormonal therapy)d                          (95%CI=NR);                 GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)
(37)                                         2003-2014)                                                                                                              Intermediate-risk              Late (CTCAE):
                                                                                                                                                                          group: 99% (95%CI=NR)      GU: 1 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                                 High-risk group:               GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                               96% (95%CI=NR)
                                                                                                                                                                                     10-Year OS: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Low-risk group: 

                                                                                                                                                                                96% (95%CI=NR) 
                                                                                                                                                                                  Intermediate-risk
                                                                                                                                                                          group: 78% (95% CI=NR)
                                                                                                                                                                             High-risk group: 88% 
                                                                                                                                                                                     (95%CI=NR)                              
Tsuji              T1 Prostate     PCS (DES),          NR               Variable              5-Year OS 89.2%                         Acute: NR
et al.                  cancer               n=201                                 (incl. Neo-                (95%CI=NR)                   Late (RTOG/EORTC): 
2005                                       (1995-2004)                              adjuvant/                                                        Bladder/urethra: 0 (0)/0 (0)                  
(36)                                            Age: NR                                  adjuvant                                                               Rectum: 0 (0)/0 (0)                         
                                                                                           hormonal therapy; 
                                                                                                  surgery)d

Table IV. Continued
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Table IV. Continued

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

Wakatsuki         T1-T3          Prospective           NR               Variable                      HRQoLf:                                      NR
et al.                Prostate        before-after-                             (incl. Neo-        patients receiving CIRT
2008                  cancer          study, n=194                             adjuvant/               alone (n=25): no 
(34)                                         (2000-2004)                               adjuvant          significant differences 
                                                   Age: 69                                 hormonal               in FACT-G and 
                                              (53-83) years.                              therapy;               FACT-P results when 
                                                                                                  surgery)d             comparing baseline 
                                                                                                                              scores to the scores 
                                                                                                                           post interventional and
                                                                                                                         at 12 months after CIRT:
                                                                                                                                       Baseline: 
                                                                                                                            FACT-G: 88.4 (±13.2) 
                                                                                                                          FACT-P: 122.6 (±19.8); 
                                                                                                                               postinterventional: 
                                                                                                                       FACT-G: 89.2 (±11.3), NSD
                                                                                                                      FACT-P: 122.4 (±16.6), NSD
                                                                                                                                 Short-term: NR; 
                                                                                                                                  Mid-term: NR; 
                                                                                                                      Longer-term (at 12 months): 
                                                                                                                       FACT-G: 89.1 (±13.6), NSD
                                                                                                                      FACT-P: 123.8 (±20.3), NSD
                                                                                                                         Patients receiving CIRT+
                                                                                                                     ADT (n=125): lower FACT-G 
                                                                                                                    and FACT-P scores at 12 months
                                                                                                                        compared to baseline, SD.
                                                                                                                                       Baseline: 
                                                                                                                       FACT-G: 86.1 (±19.4), NSD
                                                                                                                      FACT-P: 120.0 (±26.1), NSD
                                                                                                                               Postinterventional: 
                                                                                                                       FACT-G: 85.5 (±21.2), NSD
                                                                                                                      FACT-P: 118.0 (±28.4), NSD
                                                                                                                                 Short-term: NR 
                                                                                                                                  Mid-term: NR; 
                                                                                                                         Longer-term (12 months): 
                                                                                                                        FACT-G: 83.9 (±21.7), SD
                                                                                                                       FACT-P: 116.7 (±29.1), SD                           
Gastrointestinal (2 studies)
Akutsu              T1-T3          PCS (DES),          NR               Variable                     1-year OS                          Acute (CTCAE):                   At present 
et al.                Thoracic              n=31                                       (incl.                     Stage 1: 91%                  Oesophagus: 0 (0)/0 (0)            insufficient
2012               ESCC: T1      (2004-2008)                               Surgery)     (95%CI=NR), stage 2: 100%           Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)                    scientific
(30)               (n=12) + T2      Age: Mean                                                         (95%CI=NR), stage 3:         Respiratory: 1 (3.2)/0 (0)            evidence
                      (n=8) + T3   65.4±7.1 years.                                                         71% (95%CI=NR)                   Blood: 0 (0)/0 (0)                  indicating
                          (n=11)                                                                                                 3-year OS                        Late: “No toxicities               superiority/
                                                                                                                       stage 1: 81% (95%CI=NR),          including operative              inferiority of 
                                                                                                                       stage 2: 85% (95%CI=NR),         complications were           CIRT for gastro-
                                                                                                                        stage 3: 43% (95%CI=NR)        observed after the 91st              intestinal 
                                                                                                                                      5-year OS                          day from the first                   tumours
                                                                                                                        stage 1: 61% (95%CI=NR)         treatment” (data not 
                                                                                                                       stage 2: 77% (95%CI=NR),       reported in the study).                       
                                                                                                                        stage 3: 29% (95%CI=NR)                          
Yamada       Rectal cancer    PCS (DES),    42 (7-131)         Variable               3-Year OS: 72%                     Acute (CTCAE):
et al.                 without             n=184                               (incl. Primary          (95%CI=66%-79)               dose-escalation (n=37): 
2016                  distant          (2001-2012)                           tumour OP)d               5-Year OS: 53%                      Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)
(31)                 metastasis         Age: 61.3                                                            (95%CI=45%-62%)                 GI tract: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                              (37-79) years.                                                                                                           Urinary: 0 (0)/0 (0)

Table IV. Continued



currently used. For this research question, no filter was used,
e.g. regarding oncological indications, publication period or
RoB. After having assessed the RoB, stricter inclusion criteria
were applied. The results of the broad research question of
the HTA are not part of this report. 

When looking at innovative new cancer treatments, ethical
reasons sometimes hinder reaching a sophisticated evidence
base in fields where a therapy has strongly proven benefits
and in which it is not feasible to consolidate those benefits
through empirical experimental research using RCTs. In a
report by the Belgian Health Care Knowledge Center on the
effectiveness and safety of PRT for paediatric cancer types,
no RCT was found and a potential reluctance to randomise
patients to PRT was discussed (44). It is pointed out that it is
difficult to understand why it would be unethical to perform
RCTs in the context of PRT except for some tumour types. A
recent report by the same institution evaluating the evidence
of PRT in adults (45) even discussed that one may consider
treatment of patients with PRT without conducting RCTs to
be unethical due to the fact that benefits would be based on

assumptions solely. However, the discussion regarding the
necessity of conducting/not conducting high-quality research
through RCTs should be much clearer in the context of CIRT,
since the medical literature describes CIRT as a two-edged
sword with unique advantages, but also potential harms, that
is, risks to severe injury to critical organs (2). Therefore, and
to the best of our knowledge, ethical reasons legitimating not
undertaking RCTs may not be adequate, especially because
numerous other novel cancer treatments also co-exist
alongside CIRT (e.g. CyberKnife®, and stereotactic radiation
therapy).

Suffice to say that results from RCTs are urgently needed
to prove the superiority or inferiority of CIRT when
compared to conventional radiotherapy. Currently, it is not yet
clear for which tumour types the theoretical benefits of CIRT
translate into clinical benefits. 

Furthermore, the cost dimension must also be taken into
consideration when it comes to CIRT. Besides the need for
health economic evaluations of CIRT (incl. acquisition costs),
questions related to the sustainability of those cancer therapy
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Table IV. Continued

Study              Indication           Method        FU (range),     Additional                    Efficacya                                     Safety                           Conclusion
                                                                           months           treatment                                                             Radiation morbidity: 
                                                                                                                                                                                 grade 3/4, n (%)b

                                                                                                                                                                            Phase 2 study (n=143):                     
                                                                                                                                                                                  Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                                                                                    GI: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                                Urinary: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                              Late (RTOG/EORTC:
                                                                                                                                                                            Dose-escalation (n=37): 
                                                                                                                                                                                  Skin: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                               GI tract: 0 (0)/0 (0) 
                                                                                                                                                                                Urinary: 0 (0)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                                 Phase 2 (n=143): 
                                                                                                                                                                                 Skin: 2 (1.4)/0 (0)
                                                                                                                                                                               GI tract: 1 (0.6)/0(0) 
                                                                                                                                                                                Urinary: 0 (0)/0 (0)                         

ADT: Androgen deprivation therapy; CI: confidence interval; CIRT: carbon-ion radiotherapy; CTCAE: Common Terminology Criteria for Adverse Events;
DES: Dose Escalation Study; EORTC: European Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer; ESCC: esophageal squamous cell carcinoma;
FACT-G: Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – General; FACT-P: Functional Assessment of Cancer Therapy – Prostate; FU: follow-up; GI:
gastrointestinal; GU: genitourinary; HRQoL: Health-related Quality of Life; incl.: including; NCI-CTC: National Cancer Institute-Common Toxicity
Criteria; NR: not reported; NSD: not statistically significantly different; OP: operation; OS: overall survival; PCS: prospective case series; PRT: Proton
radiotherapy; QLQ-C30: quality of life of cancer patients; QLQ-PR25: quality of life of prostate cancer; RTOG: Radiation Therapy Oncology Group;
SF-8: short-form health survey; TOI: Trial Outcome Index. *Control group of 46 patients treated with PRT. Notes: Data based on the original health
technology assessment (5). In single-arm studies, the difference refers to the difference from the baseline score. Age and FU in months are median values
(range), unless stated otherwise. aSelected results from the systematic review: only overall survival and health-related quality of life are reported outcomes.
bOnly selected severe radiation morbidities (grade 3 and grade 4) are reported here. c92 patients were enrolled in the clinical study (11) but 1 patient
dropped out. dBefore, during or after radiation therapy. eDifferences in HRQoL between treatment arms were only found for some subscales: urinary and
bowel symptoms scores were statistically significantly different between treatment arms but data and p-values for head-to head comparison were
insufficiently described. fUniversity of California-Los Angeles Prostate Cancer Index (UCLA-PCI) scores were measured for some patients: NSD between
scores at baseline, post-intervention and 12 months (34). In addition, more nuanced data on quality of life and the respective sub-score results can be
found in the primary study (34). For further details, readers are referred to the original health technology assessment (5).



centres are to be raised. One Hadron therapy centre in
Germany, for instance, declared bankruptcy recently (46).
This leads to further questions regarding resource allocation
and the structural dimension of such Hadron therapy centres
that need to be debated to reach a sustainable way of dealing
with innovative and costly cancer therapies with high
uncertainty regarding its comparative effectiveness and safety.
The aim must hereby be to reach the greatest patient-relevant
outcomes (PROs) for patients with cancer and further
research – including, inter alia, primary research (ideally
RCTs), but also health economic evaluations and health
service research evaluations – can provide a scientific basis
to make decisions that help reach this aim efficiently and
sustainably.
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